Haven't Met You
Choreographers: KLAUS VOELKL FT PH IV+2 (Top Spin/Nat Hover Cross)

Seq: Intro-ABC-Inter-ABC-DCB*-End

Intro: wait in LOFP DRW;; Slow tog tch; Feather Finish/DW; Hover; PU to Scar; Cross Hover to Bjo; Feather;

Part A: Rev Turn-half; Check & Weave;; Change of Dir; Three Step; Nat Turn Half; Spin Trn; Box Finish;

Part B: Rev Wave;; Closed Impetus; Feather Finish/DC; Telemark to SCP; In & out Runs;; Chair & Slip;

Part C: Telemark to SCP; Natural Hover Cross ovtrnd into a Top Spin;; Whisk; Fwd Hover to Bjo; Bk Hover to SCP; Feather;

Inter: Diamond Turn;;;

Part A: Rev Turn-half; Check & Weave;; Change of Dir; Three Step; Nat Turn Half; Spin Trn; Box Finish;

Part B: Rev Wave;; Closed Impetus; Feather Finish/DC; Telemark to SCP; In & out Runs;; Chair & Slip;

Part C: Telemark to SCP; Natural Hover Cross ovtrnd into a Top Spin;; Whisk; Fwd Hover to Bjo; Bk Hover to SCP; Feather;

Part D: Three Step; 1/2 Nat Turn; Impetus Trn to SCP; PU in 3; Telemark to SCP; Nat Fallaway Weave;; Three Step; Feather;

Part C: Telemark to SCP; Natural Hover Cross ovtrnd into a Top Spin;; Whisk; Fwd Hover to Bjo; Bk Hover to SCP; Feather;

Part B: Rev Wave;; Closed Impetus; Feather Finish/DC; Telemark to SCP; In & out Runs;;

End: Thru,fc,cl; Side Lunge;***

***Note: Fade music as the rhythm is hard to hear near the end of the song.